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A was remarked
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neither by
denying fact
nor by deny-
ing intelli-
ibility . is/

But how such invariant forms are to be determined and what they
are, are questi'ns pertainin7 to philosonhy; as has been remarked,
we ean-eewsidev-heye cannot consider hare the full account of
the architectonic role of theology, for we cannot ge-111#e
in a few paragraphs go into some of the profounded ciReet aspects
of philosophy.

It remailLs that something, be said on the notion of a
"philosorhie de liesprit." It is an appeal to the experience
of the individual and to the experience of mankind. Its aim
is a direct communication of understanding, science, and wisdom
with respect to things as they are. Necessarily, then, it is
elth.v theology or, in so far as it treats the natural, it is
not without the integratinp, influence of theology. Necessarily,
the intelligibility oft its object is the intelligibility of
fact that could he otherwise. ItTis The facts are facts,
and their intelligibility is extremely important; en-peltkep-1;eth
eg-these-gpeRnele-As/a philosoph: of spit te-,be-oembatted,
le-wet co be conibatted.eKt-weleemed, As has been seen, the
Thomist account of grace is not an account of unknowable entities
but of acts and habits whose existence is just as much a matter
of experience as natural acts and habits and whose essence
can be grasped impe rfectly within the obscurity of faith;
again, the necessity of grace in this universe is obvious;
in the sense that some thing; is necessary, for everyone knows
the Plato's Republic weaid-net-week and similar constructions
of pure reason would not work out in p -,actice; and, on the
other hand, what it is that is needed, is contained within
this universe;apd-ean-be-Q:/3aef-ed-wIthan-the-eseR* ,.aty-QP-91414....
to it the order designed b -u infinite wisdom points; and its
nature can be grasped impurfectly within the obscurity of faith.
It is, of course, true that nothing precise or definite can
be r ached without an ap.eal to revelation; but the appeal
to thee xperience of mankind does not exclude an appeal to
the wisdom of scripture or to the understanding of the saints
and doctops of the church. It i3 equally true that revelation
cannot be accepted without faith, but that gift is in the keeping
not of writers but of the Holy Spirit.
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